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Probing quantum states of Rydberg electrons by half-cycle pulsesG. Alber1 and O. Zobay 21Abteilung f�ur Quantenphysik, Universit�at Ulm, D-89069 Ulm, Germany2 Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721published in: Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Quan-tum Communication, Measurement and Computing (Wiley, N.Y., 1999)
Recently performed experiments1 have demonstrated that half-cycle pulses (HCPs),i.e. unimodular electromagnetic pulses, are a useful new spectroscopic tool which isparticularly well suited for investigating the dynamics of weakly bound Rydberg elec-trons. Typically their pulse durations range from the subpicosecond to the nanosecondregime and these pulses have already been produced with electric �eld strengths upto 105V=cm. So far work in this context has concentrated mainly on studies of totalionization or survival probabilities and on energy-resolved ionization spectra of Ryd-berg electrons 1, 2, 3. Thus it has been shown with the help of a classical picture ofthe ionization process that energy-resolved ionization spectra yield direct informationabout the initial momentum distribution of a Rydberg electron. However, this way anyphase information about the initial quantum state is lost.In the following we address the question whether this phase information can beobtained from energy- and angle-resolved ionization probabilities. For this purpose a(multidimensional) semiclassical description of the ionization process of Rydberg elec-trons by half-cycle pulses is presented. In this theoretical approach it is particularlyapparent how phase information about the initial quantum state of the Rydberg elec-tron manifests itself in the angle- and energy-resolved ionization spectra. Furthermore,this way a detailed understanding of the ionization dynamics is obtained which is basedon the underlying classical dynamics. In order to emphasize the essential physical as-pects our subsequent discussion focuses on the sudden-ionization approximation 2 inwhich the ionizing HCP can be approximated by a delta-function in time. However, itshould be mentioned that besides numerical advantages as far as the treatment of theCoulomb problem is concerned the presented semiclassical approach is also well suitedfor describing all e�ects which might arise from �nite pulse durations or from spatialvariations of realistic HCPs. 1



Quantum mechanical ionization spectra in the sudden-ionization approxi-mationBefore we present the main ideas of the general multidimensional semiclassical de-scription let us �rst of all summarize the quantum mechanical description of ionizationby an HCP in the sudden-ionization approximation 2. In the subsequent treatment weshall use Hartree atomic units with e = �h = me = 1 (e and me denote the electroniccharge and mass).Let us consider an atom initially prepared in a highly excited energy eigenstatej nli. Thereby its principal quantum number n is assumed to be large and its angularmomentum quantum number l is small. This Rydberg electron is ionized at time t = 0by a HCP. In the sudden-ionization approximation the HCP changes the momentumof the Rydberg electron abruptly by the amount~p0 = � Z 1�1 dt ~E(t): (1)Thereby ~E(t) denotes the electric �eld strength of the HCP. The sudden ionizationapproximation is valid provided the Kepler period Torb = 2�(n � �)3 of the Rydbergelectron is much larger than the pulse duration of the HCP (� denotes the quantumdefect of the Rydberg electron 4). The electronic state j  0i immediately after theapplication of the HCP is given byj  0i = ei~p0�~̂x j nli: (2)Its subsequent time evolution is determined by the atomic Hamiltonian (in the absenceof the HCP). Thus the angle- and energy resolved ionization probability is given byd3Piond� ^ d
 = p2� j h~p(�;
) j  (t!1)i j2 (3)with � = ~p2=2 and 
 denoting the �nal energy and solid angle of the emitted electron.In the case of a hydrogen atom, for example, which is prepared in an s-state initiallyand which is ionized by a linearly polarized HCP, i.e. ~p0 = p0~ez, a partial wave analysisyields h~p(�;�; �) j  (t!1)i = (4)1p2�j~pj 1Xl0=0 ei�l0Pl0(cos �) Z 10 drSn;l=0(r)jl0(j~p0jr)Fl0(�; r):Eq.(4) describes the probability amplitude of detecting an ionized electron with asymp-totic momentum ~p. The spherical angles of the emitted electron are denoted (�; �) withd
 = sin�d�^ d�. Pl0(x) is the Legendre polynomial of order l0, Sn;l=0(r) is the radialwave function of the initial state j nl = m = 0i and Fl0(�; r) is the regular Coulombwave function with energy � > 0 and angular momentum quantum number l0. TheCoulomb scattering phase is denoted �l0 and jl0(x) is a spherical Bessel function oforder l0. Eqs.(3)and (4) determine the quantum mechanical angle- and energy resolvedionization probability in the sudden-ionization approximation.Semiclassical description of ionization by a HCPFor highly excited Rydberg states, i.e. n � 1, and for su�ciently weak �eldstrengths of the HCP, i.e. j ~p0 j2 =2 � 1, the ionization process can be described2



with a high degree of accuracy by semiclassical methods. This way one obtains insightinto the underlying classical dynamics of the ionization process. Furthermore, in thistheoretical approach it becomes particularly apparent how phase information aboutthe initial quantum state of the Rydberg electron manifests itself in the angle- andenergy-resolved ionization spectra.Let us �rst of all consider briey the main theoretical ingredients of such a semi-classical description for the case of hydrogenic Rydberg states.Semiclassically the energy eigenstate of a Rydberg electron with energy �n =�1=2n2 which is prepared in an s-state is approximately given by 5h~x j n; l = m = 0i = 1p8�n3=2rqp(r) [exp(i Z r0 drp(r)� i�=2� i�=4) + c:c:]= Acl(~x)fexp[iW+(~x)] + exp[iW�(~x)]g: (5)Thereby p(r) = q2(�n + 1=r) and r =j ~x j denote the electronic radial momentum andthe distance from the nucleus. Eq.(5) is valid for positions of the Rydberg electronwhich are located well inside the classically allowed region. The state immediatelyafter the application of a HCP is given by Eq.(2). Within the framework of a semi-classical description 6 this quantum state corresponds to two Lagrangian manifoldsL� = f(~x; ~p�(~x))j~p�(~x) = rW�(~x) + ~p0 � �p(r)~er + ~p0g in the classical phase spaceof the electron.After the application of the HCP the time evolution of this semiclassical quantumstate is characterized by the bi-valued family of classical trajectories ~x(t; ~x(0); ~p�(~x))which start at all possible points ~x(0) in the support of Acl(~x) with initial momenta~p�(~x) and which evolve according to the classical Coulomb HamiltonianH = ~p2=2�1=r.The probability amplitude h~p j  (t ! 1)i of detecting an ionized Rydberg electronwith momentum ~p is determined by all those classical trajectories with assume theasymptotic, �nal momentum ~p. With each of these trajectories one can associate 6� a classical action (eikonal) S = Z ~x � d~p+ ~x(0) � ~p(0); (6)� a classical probability densityP (cl) = �����dp(f)x ^ dp(f)y ^ dp(f)zdx(0) ^ dy(0) ^ dz(0) ������1 ; (7)� and a Morse index � which is equal to the number of sign changes of dp(f)x ^dp(f)y ^dp(f)zdx(0)^dy(0)^dz(0)times their multiplicities.Thereby ~p(f) denotes the �nal momentum of the ionized Rydberg electron. In termsof these classical quantities the probability amplitude of detecting an ionized Rydbergelectron with asymptotic momentum ~p is given byh~p j  (t!1)i = Xj rP (cl)j e�i(Sj+�2 �j)Acl(~x(0)j )ei[Wj(~x(0)j )+~p0�~x(0)j ]: (8)Depending on whether the initial momentum of the classical trajectory j is positive ornegative one has to choose for Wj either the outgoing or incoming component W�. 3



Characteristic properties of angle- and energy-resolved ionization spectraIn order to exhibit characteristic properties of the ionization spectra and theirrelation to the underlying classical dynamics of the Rydberg electron let us consider alinearly polarized HCP with ~p0 = p0~ez and an initial hydrogenic Rydberg state j nl = 0i.Due to axial symmetry d3Pion=d� ^ d
 is independent of �. The initial positions(r(0);�(0)) of the classical trajectories with �nal asymptotic energy � > 0 are determinedby energy conservation, i.e.12[~p�(r(0);�(0)) + ~p0]2 � 1=r(0) = � (9)or 1=r(0) = ��n + (�� �n � ~p20=2)22~p20cos2(�(0)) : (10)Thus there is one value of r(0) for each value of �(0). The initial positions of thoseclassical trajectories which yield a particular �nal energy � and emission angle � are adynamical property of the Coulomb problem and can be determined in a straightforwardway. In particular, one can distinguish two characteristic dynamical regimes:1. 0 < � < �n + ~p20=2In this case trajectories with 0 < �(0) < �=2 (�=2 < �(0) < �) start with negative(positive) radial momenta.2. �n + ~p20=2 < �In this regime of high asymptotic energies trajectories with 0 < �(0) < �=2(�=2 < �(0) < �) start with positive (negative) radial momenta.Characteristic examples for the dependences of the �nal observation angle � on theinitial emission angle �(0) are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. The deection function shown
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Figure 1. Deection function, i.e. �nal angle � as a function of the initial emission angle �(0) (indegrees); parameters are n = 50, j ~p0 j= 0:05a:u:, � = 10meV.in Fig. 1 corresponds to a case of small electron energies. It is apparent that thereare three di�erent initial emission angles �(0) for each �nal angle �. Thus on thebasis of Eq.(8) it is expected that the resulting angular- and energy resolved ionizationprobability displays a complex interference structure arising from quantum mechanical4



interferences between the probability amplitudes of these three contributing classicaltrajectories. Furthermore, there are classical trajectories with initial emission angles�(0) 6= 0; � which are ionized along the direction of polarization of the HCP, i.e. with� = 0; �. Due to the axial symmetry of the problem these trajectories give rise to thesemiclassical glory phenomenon 7 which manifests itself in a divergence of the primitivesemiclassical ionization amplitude of Eq.(8). However, this divergence can be removedin a straightforward way with the help of semiclassical uniformization methods 7.
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Figure 2. Deection function, i.e. �nal angle � as a function of the initial emission angle �(0) (indegrees); parameters are n = 50, j ~p0 j= 0:05a:u:, � = 40meV.The characteristic behaviour of the deection function for high energies of theionized electron, i.e. �n + ~p20=2 < �, is shown in Fig. 2. At these energies electronsare emitted in the polarization direction of the HCP with initial angle �(0) = 0 onlyso that there is no longer a semiclassical glory phenomenon at � = 0. However,in the opposite direction, i.e. for � = �, a semiclassical glory phenomenon is stillobservable as there are classical trajectories leaving the atom in this direction withinitial angles �(0) 6= 0; �. In addition, also an extremum of the deection function isnoticable around an emission angle of approximately �(0) � 3�=4 which gives rise to asemiclassical rainbow phenomenon 7. At this emission angle the contributions of twoclassical trajectories coalesce and the primitive semiclassical ionization amplitude ofEq.(8) diverges. Again this divergence can be removed in a straightforward with thehelp of semiclassical uniformization techniques 7.As an example, the resulting energy-resolved angular distribution is depicted inFig. 3. The overall good agreement between the semiclassical result obtained on thebasis of Eq.(8) and the exact quantum mechanical result of Eqs.(3) and (4) is apparent.The primitive semiclassical result of Eq.(8) deviates from the quantum mechanical oneonly in a small region around the rainbow and backward glory angles. According toEq.(8) the oscillations of the ionization probability can be explained in a straightforwardway in terms of quantum mechanical interferences between the probability amplitudesof the contributing classical trajectories. Thus the angle- and energy resolved ionizationspectrum can be related directly to the underlying classical dynamics of the Rydbergelectron under the inuence of the ionizing HCP. 5
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Figure 3. Energy-resolved angular distribution ln[d3Pion=d� ^ d
] in the sudden-ionizationapproximation: exact quantum mechanical result of Eq.(4)(full), primitive semiclassical result ofEq.(8) (dotted) and uniform semiclassical result (dashed); parameters are n = 50, j ~p0 j= 0:05a:u:,� = 40meV.Outlook and conclusionThe presented multidimensional semiclassical approach o�ers an adequate descrip-tion of ionization of Rydberg electrons by HCPs. Thereby the angle- and energy-resolved ionization spectra can be related directly to the underlying classical dynamicsof the Rydberg electron. Within this semiclassical treatment the phase informationcontained in the quantum state is taken into account properly. Thus on the basis ofthis semiclassical treatment it is expected that also all phase properties of the initialquantum state of the Rydberg electron might be reconstructed from observed angle-and energy resolved ionization spectra. Work in this direction is currently in progress.This semiclassical approach o�ers also signi�cant numerical advantages as it avoids theusual problems connected with the large extensions of Rydberg states and with theCoulomb singularity. It can be extended in a straightforward way to cases where thepulse durations are �nite and where spatial variations of the ionizing HCP are no longernegligible.AcknowledgmentsThis work is supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft within theSchwerpunktprogramm 'Zeitabh�angige Ph�anomene und Methoden' and by the U.S.O�ce of Naval Research Contract No. 14-91-J1205, and by the U.S. Army ResearchO�ce.REFERENCES1. R. R. Jones, D. You, and P. H. Bucksbaum, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 1236 (1993); G. M. Lankhuijzenand L. D. Noordam, Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 35 (1994); N. E. Tielking and R. R. Jones, Phys. Rev.A. 52, 1371 (1995 ); R. B. Vrijen, G. M. Lankhuijzen, and L. D. Noordam, Phys. Rev. Lett. 79,617 (1997).2. C. O. Reinhold, H. Shaw, and J. Burgd�orfer, J. Phys. B. 27, L469 (1994); K. J. La Gattutaand P. B. Lerner, Phys. Rev. A. 49, R1547 (1994); A. Bugacov, B. Piraux, M. Pont, and R.Shakeshaft, Phys. Rev. A. 51, 1490 (1995); C. O. Reinhold, J. Burgd�orfer, M. T. Frey, and F.B. Dunning, Phys. Rev. A. 54, R33 (1996); R. Gebarowski, J. Phys. B. 30, 2143 (1997).3. C. D. Schwieters and J. B. Delos, Phys. Rev. A 51, 1023 (1995); Phys. Rev. A 51, 1030 (1995)6
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